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Kevin thought I was dying on Old LaHonda

	

The deceptively-soft start to Tunitas. Beautiful day but cool enough to require a base layer and leg warmers!

The bare-legged woman of West Old LaHondaLeft a bit earlier than usual today, since we had to get back in time for me to finish

packing and head to the airport for a series of flights that will eventually land my wife and I in Cape Town. Presently at 38,000ft

someplace over Nevada maybe? Summer is now little more than a memory; there aren't going to be many, if any, opportunities to

ride without leg warmers and a base layer. At least not quite cold enough to require long-finger gloves, although we did bring them,

just in case.

I was hoping I'd be nicely warmed up by the time we got to Old LaHonda, but no, it got cooler as we headed up in the shade, and my

breathing was the worst its been since, well, since it's been this cool. I had really gotten spoiled over the summer! Kevin thought we

should shorten the ride by heading back down 84 and riding "the loop" but that wasn't going to happen. Between my breathing issues

and the recent bone marrow thing, I'm not about to back down anytime soon and look back at a particular day as the turning point,

that day I gave in, the day from which "giving in" might become more the norm than exception. Or, as they say, #notdeadyet.

Frankly, I've got to talk with Kevin and encourage him to be more, well, encouraging! Fortunately, as expected, I felt better and
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better with each passing mile. The struggle to get to the top of Old LaHonda is quickly put to the back of my mind once we're

heading down the other side. The duck pond was its usual pretty self, although the turtles... where have they gone? There were some

large ducks sitting on the floating branches where you'd normally see 3 or 4 turtles, leaving Kevin to wonder if Turtles actually

hibernate this time of year.

Very little traffic out and, in Pescadero, a nearly-empty Arcangeli store/bakery. Think I know why- they had no cookies out! We

weren't the only ones surprised by that; a woman came in asking about the missing cookies, which her daughter was apparently

looking forward to, and voila, a couple cookies appeared from the back room. We snagged some too, although frankly, these cookies

did not pass the #cookiefacetest. A bit too small! We met a nice young couple (guy from France, woman from Belgium) cycling

from San Francisco to... well, they weren't really sure. Santa Barbara maybe. They'd just keep going south until their sense of

adventure for this particular trip was fulfilled. There's something appealing to that. It's certainly in stark contrast to my own trips,

where everything's planned to the nth degree.

Tunitas, well, yes, it's still there, it's still a tough haul. I rode with Kevin up to half-way through the steep section before watching

him ride on, arriving at the top about 3 minutes later than he did. On the way passed two young women we'd seen earlier on West

Old LaHonda, when we'd asked if they might have been a bit cold with their bare, no-leg-warmered legs. "COld? No, numb!" one of

them replied at the time. Fortunately it was considerably warmer climbing Tunitas.

Overall a very nice day to be out on a bike. And much more comfortable spending 4 hours on a tiny, thinly-padded seat than the past

three hours on this plane have been!
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